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I. INTRODUCTION 
In an Ohiaic resistor, the potential drop across the 
element is a constant (called the resistance) multiplied by 
the current flowing through the element. It is well known 
that if Ohfflic resistors are arbitrarily Interconnected with 
linear inductance coils, linear condensers, and sources of 
electrofflotive force, the state of current in the network may 
be determined by theoretically elementary means. 
In this thesis a class of resistors which Duffin (2) has 
termed "quasi-linear** will be considered, A quasi-linear 
resistor is defined to be a conducting element which exhibits 
a potential drop having a derivative with respect to current 
which is bounded between positive constantsi that is, if x is 
the current flowing in the resistor and the potential drop 
across the resistor Is f{x), then a < f»(x) < b where a and b 
are positive constants. Examples of quasi-linear resistors, 
which have extensive engineering application, are selenium, 
copper oxide, and silicon carbide (thyrlte). 
If, in a network as described above, the linear resistors 
are replaced by quasi-linear resistors, the system of differen­
tial equations describing the currents contain nonlinear 
damping terms and a solution in closed foi^n is, in general, 
impossible. In this thesis the impressed electromotive forces 
are assumed to be periodic functions of the time. The main 
consideration of this thesis is the description and Justification 
2 
of an iterative procesa fop approximating the steady state 
iolutiona of tli© nonlinear network equations. By Justification 
Is meant a proof of convergence or deterMination of conditions 
for convergence, and verification that the limit function of 
the iterates is a solution of the differential equations, 
fhe iteration technique was suggested to the author by 
0r» W. L. Hughes of the Iowa Stat© College Electrical Engi­
neering Department, He has used this technique, as well as 
others not considered In the present paper, to solve several 
nonlinear problems essentially of the type described. The 
networks considered by him were permitted to contain but one 
nonlinear resistor. However, this resistor, in some cases, 
was not given quasi-linear but possessed an unbounded 
derivative at zero current, f'ae good agreement of Hughes* 
results with laboratory experiiaental results gave hope of 
success for the present theoretical investigation of the 
method. 
An extensive investigation of nonlinear networks con­
taining quasi-linear resistors has been made by Duffin in 
references (2) and (3). In (2), Duffin considers quasi-
linear networks with arbitrary electromotive forces. It Is 
proved that after the decay of transients, there is a unique 
relation between iii^jressed force and response; that Is, a 
unique stable state of current exists. In (3)» Duffin con­
siders a quasi-linear network with periodic Impressed forces 
3 
and proves the exiatenc© of a unique periodic solution of t h e  
sjste®. In this abstract treatment, th© existence of a 
sequence which converges to th® solution la established} there 
is no indication how these sequences may be obtained or 
constructed# 
In view of DuffIn*8 result, the contribution of this 
thesis is not as an ©xiatenoe proof. Rather, its role is to 
exhibit and justify a method of constructing the solution of 
quaai-llnear network problems. 
In th© iteration procedure, the approximating functions 
or  it e r a t e s  a r e  o b t a i n e d  a s  F o u r i e r  s e r i e s .  A  se q u e n c e  o f  
Fourier constants, say | x^j, has the property that X l^il 
co n v e r g e s .  I f  a d d i t i o n  o f  s e q u e n c e s  a n d  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  o f  
sequences by scialars is defined in the usual way, the set of 
all sequences of Fourier constants is one of the classic 
Hll b e r t  s p a c e s .  I t  b e c o m e s  f e a s i b l e  t o  e m p l o y  s o « e  o f  t h e  
well known tools of Hllbert space theory and Fourier series. 
The s e  a r e  s u m m a r i z e d  i n  C h a p t e r  I I ,  I n  C h a p t e r  H i  th e  
circuit with one degree of freedom, containing inductance 
eoll, condenser, and quasi-linear resistor, is considered. 
Convergence is proved without restriction on the circuit 
parameters. In Chapter I¥ a general network is considered 
and conditions on the circuit pararaeters which will guarantee 
convergence of the laethod are derived. 
k 
II. BASIC T3S0REMS PROM THE THEORY 
OP 
HILBERT SPACE AND FOURIER SERIES 
This chapter of the thesis containa some fundamental 
Ideas and theorems from the theory of Hilbert space and 
Fourier series which will be found useful throughout the 
remainder of the work# Throughout the thesis, single numbers 
in parentheses indicate references listed in the Literature 
Cited, 
Definition 1, (7» p.3) A class H of elements f,g,» • • 
is called a Hilbert space if it satisfies the following 
postulates { 
Postulate A, H is a linear space; that is, 
1) there exists a commutative and associative operation, 
denoted by applicable to every pair f, g of elements of H, 
with the property that f + g is also an element of Hj 
2) there exists a distributive and associative operation, 
denoted by •, applicable to every pair a and f, where a Is a 
complex number and f is an element of H, with the properties 
that I'f = f and that a*f is an element of Hj 
3) in H there exists a null element, denoted by 0^ with 
the properties 
f + 0 = f, a.O = 0, 0»f = 0. 
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Postulate B. There exists a complex valued function 
(f,g) defined for every pair f,g of elements of H, with the 
properties: 
1) (af,g) = «(f,g), 
2) iXx U. g) = (fi,g) + (fa, g). 
3) {g,f) « (f,g), 
k) (f,f) > 0, 
(f,f) «= 0 if and only if f = 0. 
In 3) the dash Indicates the conjugate of the complex 
X/B 
nuMber over which it is placed. The number (f,f) shall be 
denoted by |j f |j , 
Postulate C. For every n, n = 1,2,3»***, there exists a 
set of n linearly independent elements of H; that ia, elements 
fi,***,fn such that the equation Sifi + ••• + Rn^n *= 0 is true 
only when aj, « ... « = o. 
Postulate D, H ia separable} that is, there exists a 
denuwerably infinite set of elements of H, fi,fQ,fa,•••, such 
that for every g in H and every positive there exists an 
n « n(g, e ) for which ! l  fn • g | l  < ^ • 
Postulate 1. H is completej that is, if a sequence (fn^ 
of elements of H satisfies the condition 
l|fm-fnl|-^ 0 as m,n->00, 
then there exists an element f of H such that 
|jf- f n |j- ^ 0  a s n — ,  
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The ntamber |1 f || = (f,fis called the norm of f. It 
follows fro® th© properties of Postulate B that || f 1| is a reel 
non-negative number satisfying the properties: 
1) II f 11 = 0 if and only if f = 0, 
{2.1} 2) II af H « I®I II f II where a is any cornplex number, 
3) 11 f + g H « II f II + II g II (triangle inequality). 
These properties may be used to serve as the definition of 
the norm of f. 
Prom the properties of postulate B also follows the 
well known Schwarz inequality |(f,g)| « 11 f | |  l lg I I*  
equality sign holds if and only if f and g are linearly 
dependentI that is, there ©xist scalara Cj and 0® such that 
Cj.f + Cgg « 0, 
A useful concrete realisation of the abstract Hilbert 
space is the space described in the following theorem 
(7, P.ll^). 
Theorem 1« Let H© denote the class of all sequences 
of complex numbers (xoi x-x* x-a» such that 
OO 
y Ixnl® converges, with the operations + and •, the null 
— CO 
element, and the function {f,g) defined as follows, for 
f = (Xo, x-i, Xa.,*»0 and g = (yo, y-x, 7x»'") '• 
7 
f + g = (xq + jof x.i + y-1, + Ji,*'*), 
a*f = {axo, Rx.i, 
0 « (0, 0, o,***), 
oO 
(f,g) « • 
—oo 
Then Is a Hll'bert space. 
Definition 2. LaiO^Zx) is defined to be the class of 
al l  co m p l e x - v a l u e d  L e b e s g u e - i w e a a u r a h l ©  f u n c t i o n s  f ( t )  d e f i n e d  
almost everywhere in the Interval 0 « t « 2it for which the 
2.% 
LebesQue Integral j lf{t)|®dt exists. Two f u n c t i o n s  f  an d  
0 
g of this class are considered identical if and only if f(t) « 
g(t) almost everywhere in 0 « t « 211. In this event f and g 
shall be called equivalent in 0 « t « 2n, 
The class L, (0,2it) shall be briefly referred to hereafter 
as  It® .  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m  ( 7 , p . 2 3 )  g i v e s  c o n d i t i o n s  u n d e r  
which Lg is a Hllbert space. 
fheoreia 2, If in Lg the operations + and • are defined 
as ordinary addition and raultipllcatlon, the null element is 
def i n e d  a s  t h e  fx i n o t l o n  w h i c h  v a n i s h e s  a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e  I n  
0 t ^  2it, and (f,g) is defined by 
2% 
(f,g) =(l/2n} [ f(t) g{t)dt, 
0 
then La is a Hllbert space. 
Theorem 3» (7»p.l5) If H Is a  Hllbert space, it can be 
pu t  i n t o  o n e - t o - o n e  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  w i t h  H q  I n  s u c h  a  m a n n e r  
8 
that if the oorrespondence be Indicated by 
f~(Xo, X-i, y-l» Jif"*), 
the following relations are true: 
f S - (Xq * JQ, + y.i, xi + yi,*'0, 
a*f — (axo, ax.i, axj,*-'), 
0 (0, 0, O,-*' ), 
oo  ^
(f,g} = Xn7n 
— OO 
f he or em Ij., (6,p.612) If f(t) belongs to the class La, 
then 
2% m 
11m [  |f  (t)  -f j3,(t)}dt= 0 where f j^(t  )=^ , 
0 
&n ® 
m . ^ 
According to this theorea, || f  (t)  -  ^ an® I I0 
-m 
as ni—^ CO or 
lim ^ Int , ^ int 4r./x.\ • J-1231 i tJ •f(t)  ^  ^ an® & \an® 
-m ^ 
•Hie notation « will be used to denote convergence in mean. 
The usual equality sign between a function and a series will 
denote ordinary or pointwise convergence. 
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Also needed is the well known Bessel Inequality from 
th© theory of Fourier seriesi 
The following theorem (6,p,553) concerns the uniqueness 
of Fourier series. 
fheorem 5. There cannot exist two non-equivalent 
functions f(t) such that {f{t}, e^"^) « for n=0,+l,+2,•••, 
where the an are given ntimbers. 
Identify the class Lg with the class H of Theorem 3. 
Furthermore, let the function f(t) correspond to the sequence 
{a©, a-i, ajL,***) where a^ = (f,e^^^)j that is, any function 
of the class La corresponds to the sequence of Fourier coef­
ficients of the function. According to Beasel's inequality, 
such sequences belong to the class Hq, In addition, Theorem 5 
shows that this correspondence is one-to-one. Let g{t) 
correspond to (b©, b«j., bi,***) where bn ~ (g,e^"^). Then 
the correspondences in the conclusion of Theorem 3 are easily 
verified. To verify that the equality of Theorem 3 is true 
for this correspondence, note first that Theorem I4. gives 
low since an inner product function is a continuous function 
(2,2) « (L/2it) ( jf(t) |®dt = || f(t) 1|® where a^ = (f,e^^ 
-ra ^ 
10 
of its apguraents. 
Cfa, Sm) 
Ilia 
lim 
2ie B1 
1/2,. f (X dt 
Q -ra -m 
2% 
1/2% ( (terms in ^ an^n) dt 
0 -m 
lim 
m-^oa 
-m 
where k is a non-^ero integer. In particular, when f = g, 
OO 
I I  I I® ® Y. knl* or, if a designates the infinite-tuple of 
— OO 
Fourier coefficients of f(t). 
(2.3) Hf(t) n«HaII. 
According to Theorem 3 all Hllbert spaces (in particular, 
La and Hq) have the same formal structxire and this theorem, 
together with (2,3)» will allow an element of Lg and its 
correspondent in Ho to be considered alternatively, 
fh© following is the original form of the Hiesz-Fischer 
Theorem (8,p,14.23). 
go 
Theorem 6. If ^ fanj® converges, then there exists a 
function f(t), belonging to La and unique except for equivalent 
functions, for which the an are the Fourier coefficients. 
11 
Theorem 7.(6,p.575) Let f(t) belong to Lg, Then the 
Fourier series of f(t) 3.s Integrable termwise over (0,2%) when 
multiplied by any function g{t) whose square is Lebesgu© 
integrabl®, and the integrated series converges to 
2m. 
\ f(t)g{t)dt . 
0 
Finally, three results which will be frequently referred 
to can be established. In these theorems, as well as in the 
remainder of the paper, all stims on n are from mimis infinity 
to plus infinity unless indicated otherwise. 
Theorem 8, Let ^ |inxn|® be convergent. Then y(t) -
n 
^ is the derivative of x(t) = ^ almost 
n n 
everywhere, Ftothermore, the latter series is absolutely and 
uniformly convergent and x(t) la absolutely continuous. 
Proofs Since ^|in.Xaj® converges, a successive appli-
n 
cation of Theorems 6 and enables one to write 
y!t) i I 
n 
where y(t) belongs to Lg, According to the Schwarz inequality, 
H |xn! ® XlVnIlnXitl ^  [^(l/n« )\ ^ ( X ^ 
n n L n ) L n ) 
(n + 0) . 
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Therefore ^ Xn converges absolutely. The Welerstrasa M-test 
n 
shows that X la absolutely and unlfomly convergent. 
n 
This gives x(t) « X Xn©^^^. Wow apply Theorem 7» taking 
n 
g(a) 
0 t < S ^ Z-K 
Then 
t t 
( y(s)ds « inxne^^®ds « ^  (xae^'^^-Xn) . 
0 n 0 n 
This can be written 
t 
1 y(s)is = - £ x. 
O n  n 
sine© the aeries on the right are absolutely convergent. One 
now has 
t 
xCt) « constant + ^ y(s)ds. 
0 
This shows 3c{t) to be the integral of a Lebesgue Integrable 
function, hence absolutely oontinuous. Then x'(t) exists 
almost everywhere and equals y(t) almost everywhere. 
int 
fheoreiM 9» Let «= Z. ® 
n 
13 
and 
Let X « (xq, x«3,, Xxt"*) be such that jjx - Xi{.{|-* 0 as 
k-> oo, fhen thei^e exists an x{t) belonging to such that 
IfxCt) - XjjCt)!!-^ 0 as k-^ oo and x(t) « Y Xr.e^"^. 
n 
Proofs Since jjx - > 0 as k->>oo, is a Gauchy 
sequence in Hg, According to (2,3), is then a Cauchy 
sequence in La« Thus by Postulate E of Definition 1, the 
required xCt) exists. ¥ow consider 
IU(t) -
n 
» ||x(t) - x^(t) > x^(t) 
n n n 
« il x{t) - x^Ct)|j+ l|xij(t) 
+ II X » 
n n 
It has been established that the first norm in the right 
member approaches zero as k-» oo . By hypothesis, the second 
ll+ 
norm does also. Also by hypothesis. 
n 
that is, the third norm approaches zero as k—»oo , Hence, 
th© left meiaber is zero and the remaining part of the con­
clusion follows. 
Theorem 10. Let f{t) be a continuous function which la 
periodic of period 2%, Let f'(t) exist almost everywhere and 
belong to L®. fhen 
has period 2ic, f*(t) has zero average over any interval of 
length 2ic| that is, Yo ® ® need not be taken over 
n 8= 0. Application of Theorem 7 yields 
converges. 
Proofs Theorem I4. gives f'(t) = ^  
n 
t 
f«(t)dt e y ((Yn/1") - (Yn/in)) 
0 n 
{n + 0). 
The triangle and Schwarz inequalities show that 
2^1lrn/in)e^"^ - {Yn/in)l ^ 2 XlCYn/lr^)! 
n n 
« 2 ,„+o). 
n 
According to (2,2), the last series on the right converges. 
Therefor©, the series on the left converges, and the Weierstrass 
M-teat shows that the series in the right member of (i) is 
absolutely and uniformly convergent and rearrangement is per­
missible, Since f(t) is continuous, (!) becomes 
n 
or 
f{t) « X. 
n 
where 
« C and fa « Yia/iii (n 4= O), 
Thus infn « yh and the conclusion follows. 
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III. TIffi; CIRCUIT WITH ONE DEGREE OP FREEDOM' 
A, Bflfscrlpfcion of th© Prqblera 
and the 
Iteration Technique 
It is well known that if a coil of inductance L, a 
resistor of resistance R, and a coridenser of capacitance G, 
are connected In series with an external electromotive force 
E(t), the flow of current x in the circuit is governed by 
the integro-differential equation 
To be considered instead, is the nonlinear problem 
arising from the replacement of the linear resistor by a  
nonlinear resistor having an associated potential drop h ( x ) .  
h(x) is a real function and is restricted to have a derivative 
bounded between positive constants} that Is, 0 < a « h'(x) $ b. 
Purthennore, h'{x) Is assumed to be continuous. Then the 
equation becomes 
L (dx/dt) + Rx 4- 0./C) 
(3.1) L (dx/dt) + h(x) + (1/C) 
The following assumptions are made regarding E(t)j 
1) E(t) Is real and periodic, 
2) E(t) has Fourier coefficienta In such that 
17 
converges, 
n 
3) E'(t) belongs to Lg. 
By fheopera 8 this implies that E(t) is absolutely continuous. 
Differentiation of (3*1) gives 
(3.2) L{d®x/dt®) + (dh(x)/dt) + x/C = E'(t). 
A unique periodic solution of (3.2) will be obtained. Let 
x(t) be such e solution. Integration from 0 to t yields 
t (i L(dx(t)/dt) + h(x(t)) +(l/c)^ j x(8)ds + 
» l{t) + IL(dx{0)/dt + h(3<0)) + q^/C -
since E(t) is absolutely continuous. Then for q^ satisfying 
L(dx(0)/dt) + h(x(0)) + q^/C = E(0), 
x(t) will be a periodic solution of (3.1). 
In solving (3.1) through (3.2), it ia essential to 
assume l(t) continuous. This remark raay be illustrated with 
an example. Consider the integro-dlfferentlal equation 
t 
I ( 1/2 O^t^Ti 
(l/l|,) (dx/dt) "f ) x(s)ds = E(t) =< 
0 1-1/2 
18 
and wh«r»® E(t 4 2«) » l(t). A periodic solution of period 
2% Is easily verified to b© 
^ sin 2t 0 « t ^  f: 
x(t) *' 
-sin 2t n: < t < 21; , 
V 
Th® derived equation is 
{l/l4,)(d*x/dt®) + X « E*{t) = 0 
almost everywhere. But no periodic function having a con­
tinuous first derivative and satisfying this equation almost 
everywhere will satisfy th© integro-differentlal equation. 
If E*{t) has period 2%/g3 , the scale of the independent 
variable may b© conveniently changed by letting "T s=oJt, Also 
the substitution h(x) » bf(x) puts the restriction on f(x) in 
the form 0 < a/b $ f»(x) ^  1. 15i© equation then becomes 
d®x/dT® + (b/Lw){df(x)/dr) + x/LCu? 
= il/Lif) E«(Vw). 
low reinstate t as independent variable, let a = b/Lw, 
^ » l/LGof, and rename th© right member. This gives 
(3.3) d®x/dt* * a(dfCx)/dt) 4- px « E*(t) 
19 
where now B»(t) is periodic of period 2n and f»(x) satisfies 
will be considered. Here x» ^ are real non-zero 
constants} g ( x )  is real} g ' ( ^ )  i s  continuous a n d  -l$ g ' ( x)<l. 
Equation (3.5) is essentially obtained from (3.3) by trans­
posing the nonlinear term, adding a linear term in dx/dt to 
both members and renaming the function x-f(x). The advantage 
in this Chang® will be made clear in section E of this chapter. 
The solution of (3*5) is to be approximated by a sequence 
of functions x^{t), x^Ct), • • •,xis-(t), • • •. This sequence is to 
be obtained by the following iteration scheme: x^it) is to be 
obtained as the unique periodic solution of the linear dif­
ferential equation resulting from deletion of the nonlinear 
term g{x) from the right m©raber|•that is. 
Mow X (t) is substituted into the right member of (3.5) and 
o 
Xi(t) determined as the periodic solution of this linear 
equation. In general, the (k + l)st approximation 
is the periodic solution of 
(3.1^) 0 < p « f • (x) « 1, 
In lieu of (3.3)» the equation 
(3.5) d®x/dt® + Y(dVdt) + px = d/dt • E(t) - f g(x) 
d®x/dt® + y(dx/dt) + px ® E'{t), 
(3,6) d®x/dta + y(dx/dt) + px * d/dt|E( t )  - ^ g ( x j j . ( t ) ]  
20 
In order to regard this iteration from a different view­
point, suppose that both xjj-(t) and g{xic(t}) belong to Lg and 
therefore have the following Fourier series representations: 
(3.7) Xk(t) ft (k=0,l,2,---), 
n 
(3.8) g(xij;(t)) « X (k=0,l,2,* ••), 
n 
2% 
(3.9) » 1/211 I g(xij.(t))e"^''^dt (k«0,l,2/"). 
0 
By hypothesis, l{t) has a Fourier series which shall be 
denoted by 
E(t) = X 
n 
A fomal substitution of the series expressions for 
E(t), and g(xi£(t)) into (3.6) yields 
I{-n» = d/dt dn-^ g?' 
n ' n ^ 
Equating coefficients of corresponding harmonics gives 
(3.10) (n=0.ia.72,---). 
21 
Now the iteration previously dascribed may be carried out in 
the following way. As the beginning approximation take 
|3-n®+iny 
(for these are the Fourier coefficients given by (3.10) with 
g deleted). Then (3»9) with k = 0 is used to calculate the 
(3.10) ia now used to calculate the Fourier coeffi­
cients ^ of Xi(t). A repetition of this procedure gives 
successive approximations. Since, as Indicated in Chapter II, 
the sequence or infinite-tuple of Fourier coefficients of 
Xjj. { t )  b e l o n g s  t o  H ^ ,  t h i s  i t e r a t i o n  m a y  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a  
successive transformation in the Ifilbert space Hq. Thus, if 
the infinite-tuple is defined by 
. (k) (k) (k) (k) . 
« (Xq , X.i , Xx , X-8 ,'••), 
the transformtion ?(%;) Is given in accordance with (3.10) 
by 
-i(E,a.-ygx ) 
3.11 Fxj^ =(0, $ 
fSx ^) ^ *21(1] ,8- y gla ^ 
P-l+Yi p-ij.-2Yi 
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and 
(3.12) = P(4) (k'=0A.2r"). 
B. Existence of the Successive Iterations 
In this section the heuristic procedures of the last 
section will be justified. 
fhe following theorem concerns the existence of the 
functions X|j.(t). 
fhe ore TO 11. CJiven the second order differential equation 
(i) d®z/dt® + y (dz/dt) + Pz « f(t), 
where y p are constants. Let f(t+2n) = f(t) and let f(t) 
belong to Lg, Let L(ln) = p-n®+inY and suppose that L(in)'|s 0 
for all integers n. Let 
!!=(t) = elnt 
where the Aa are the Fourier coefficients of f(t). Then the 
series 
Zo(^) + t ) + 2i(t ) + Z.,(t ) + 
converges uniformly over the infinite interval to a function 
z(t), periodic of period 25t, such that 2»(t) is absolutely 
continuous, and which satisfies (i) almost everywhere. 
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Shis theorem will not be proved here for it is a special 
case of Theorem 17t nhich is proved in Chapter IV. 
low, by induction, the iteration function x^{t) can be 
shown to exist, A periodic Xo(t) exists sine© the equation 
for the determination of x^Ct) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 11, Next suppose Xjj.{t) is periodic and such that 
X j|.{t) Is absolutely continuous. Observe that g'(Xjj.{t)), 
being continuous, is measurable. Furthermore, since g' is 
bounded, g'{xjj(t)) belongs to Lg. Clearly, then, the time 
derivative of g(xj^(t)), namely g« (xjj.{ t)) Xj|(t), belongs to 
Lb. ®ius the right member of (3*6) belongs to Lg in addition 
to being periodic. In order to apply Theoreai 11 it must be 
shorn that ^ |n{Eii- 9gi^^)j is convergent. To show this, 
n 
square and use the Schwerz inequality to obtain 
^ ma-
n n 
+ 2( z |ne„|')'/'( ii j.ngi"'!")'/'' 
n n 
. (k) a 
+ ^ I P nga j , 
n 
The first series on the right is convergent by hypothesis. 
That the last series converges follows directly from Theorem 
10 since g{x^{t)) is continuous and its derivative belongs to 
2k 
Ii®» Thus, by Theorenn 11, a periodic function 
exists such that i® absolutely continuous and which 
satisfies (3.6) almost everywhere. E'urthermore, by this 
theorem, the Fourier coefficients of Xjj.^]_(t) are given by 
(3»10). By induction on k, all the approxlinflte functions 
Xjj{t) exist, ar© periodic, and have x^(t) absolutely con­
tinuous. 
Sine® all Xjj.(t), as well as g(Xj^{t)i belong to Lg, the 
Fourier series representations (3.7) and (3.8) are justified, 
Ab already indicated, the Fourier coefficients of the solution 
Xk+i(t) of (3*6) ®^3?e precisely as given by (3.10), 
It Is easily argued by induction that all XjjCt) are real* 
Suppose Xjj.{t) is real. Then g(x^(t)) is real and therefore 
» g-n^ Also E« = i-a . low from (3aO), 
(k+1) (k+1) 
^n. *-n } 
that is, real. 
C, Proof of Convergence 
It will be shown now that the sequence |^Xjj.(t)^ con­
verges} tMt Is, the point of the Hilbert space has a 
limiting point under the succession of mappings. 
Let X j.(t) and X g(t) be any two real continuous functions 
whatsoever with xf(t) and x^(t) belonging to L^. Substitute 
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these functions Into the right member of (3.5). Then, by 
the disoussion In th© previous section, periodic solutions 
exist, say yp(t) and Jait) respectively, whose Fourier coef­
ficients ar© given by 
(r) ln(Sa - f 
~ p-n®-hny 
and 
(s) in(e|t " f gn ) 
yn ® p-n8+lny 
In accordance with the definition of P by (3.11), these 
relations may be written = P(Xp) and yg « PCXg). 
The assumption -1 « ix) « 1, together with the law of 
th© mean 
S ( 3 E r )  -  g ( x 8 )  «  g ' ( c ) ( x i ,  -  X g )  
(Xj, < c < Xg or Xj, > c > Xg), 
gives 
( g C X j . )  -  g ( X g ) ) ®  ^  ( X j .  -  X g ) ®  .  
Therefore, 
2% 
j j g ( X p )  - gCxg) ^1/2% i (g( X p ) - g ( X g )  )*'dt 
0 
2n 
« l/2it \ (xj. - Xg)'*dt 
0 
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(3.13) ® i! xp - xg if 
Equations (3*11) and (2.3) give 
iip(xp) - p(?3) ii - ^  ^ 
^ ^  (r) (a) a 
p > ign •" fe 1 
n (p/n - n)® -f y® 
where th® suras on th® right need only be taken over non-zero 
integers n. Then 
llp(^p) - p{xa) - sn^v 
Y n 
»= ii g(xj.) - g(xg)l| . 
T  
Together with (3«13)» this result gives 
(3.lit) ii p(3r) - p(5fs) ii s l-^l 1! - xj.|| 
l-^l ii - ?,ll 
Prom (3»12), j| || «|1 P(xi) - P(5fo)|l is obtained. 
Then application of (3»li|-) to the iterates Xa.{t) and XQ(t) 
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gives 11 Xa - Xjll ^  jX-l jj Xj, - XqH * Now assume that 
Y 
(3.15) ii^k+1 •" ^ 1-^1^ W^x - xoll. 
Equation (3.12) and inequalitj (3.1i{.) give 
ll*k+2 - %+lll « l-^l II %+l - %ll • 
But In view of th© assuiaption (3.15), this la 
li^ k+2 - %+lll ^  1—1 ^ ^^1! - XqII . 
Therefore, by Induction on k, (3.15) Is true for all positive 
integers k. Consider now 11 ^k+p " ^k^^ where p is any 
positive integer. Us© (3.15) and let K « II - XqH • Then 
11 %+p - « ii %+p - %+p.i %+p-i - %4p-.2 +•••+%+!-%!l 
$ 11%+p - %4.p-lH +ll^k+p-l - ^ k4p.2 li +"* + l^k+l-^kil 
^ + k|x|^ 
Y r Y 
K , ^  k 
^ 1. j-L| 't'  • 
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If 1^1 < IyIj then || ® k-?-oo uniformly In pj 
that is, (x|j.y is a Cauchy sequence In H^. Thus, according to 
Postulate 1 of Definition 1, there exists an x belonging to 
such that |1 x - 0 as k-> oo , Now |1 t )-X]j.( t) |j-^0 
x 'f j 
also and one has x{t) « k->«> Gilbert space Lg. 
Furthermore, Theorem 9 shows that the Fourier coefficients of 
x{t) are given by x* 
D, Verification of the Solution 
It must be shown that the limit function x(t) indeed 
satisfies (3*6). Equation (3.10) givea 
lin xn 
(k+p) 
•r. 
"".m xa i 
-n 
® , (k+p-1) (k.l),8 
I  Sa ~8n 1 •  
p-n® + iny 
There exists a positive constant, say M, such that 
•n 
p-n * iny 1 + ili£el + £!. 
n® n* 
for all n. Hence 
I  in  t M I (k+p-1) {k-l)|8 in Xa I ^ M |gn ^ - ga |, 
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Sum thla inequality on n to obtain 
X I in ^ - in « Hll g(xk+p- l  ( t )  - g(xk-l( t ) | j  ® 
n 
or, from (3.13)» 
X lin - in 
n 
Sine® the series on the left Is seen to be convergent. 
Theorem 8 may be applied to show that this series is 
I I  -  x^(t)| |  
It follows, since ^xjj(t)^ is a Cauchy sequence, that^x^(t)^ 
is also a Cauchy sequence in the space and that has 
a lirait, say u(t), belonging to La. 
For 0 « t ^  2ii one raay write 
t t 2n t 
i| ( x|'(s)ds - ( uCs)d3j| = { 1 /Z%)  \  ( ( (x^(s)-u(s)ds)"dt 
0 0 0 0 
2% t t 
=$ {%/2%) 1 { ( l*d8)( ( (x^(s) - u(s)**ds)dt 
0 0 0 
2% Z% 
^ i  C f  (x'{s) - u(s))''ds)dt « l+k I I  x»(t) -u( t ) | |" .  
0 0^ ^ 
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Thus t t 
lis. i 3c'(s)ds « j u(s}cis . 
x^(s), and henc® u(s), have zero average over 0 « t « 2n, 
The right member is then periodic and fulfills the hypotheses 
of fheorem 10. It may therefore be written as ^  fne^^^ 
n 
where ^ Infnl® converges* Furthermore, x^ia) is absolutely 
continuous so the left member is {x^(t) - xjcCO)). Since 
® - ki® - xk(0)) 
t 
« x(t) - ) u(s)d8, fhis can only be a constant G so x(t) 
0 
i 0 + y 
n 
Since the Fourier coefficients of x{t) have been shownto be 
Xn, one now has Y. convergent. By Theorems k and 6, 
n 
v{t) * ^  in Xn®^^^ Where v(t) belongs to L^. Theorem 8 now 
n 
gives v{t) a x*{t) almost everywhere and therefore x'(t) 
belongs to Lg. 
Substitute x(t) into the right laember of (3.5). The 
right member is now seen to be an Lg function in addition to 
being periodic. Theorem 8 also shows that x(t) is absolutely 
continuous and hence g(x(t)) is also. Use of Theorem 10 and 
an argument like that of section B shows that the Fourier 
coefficients of the right member have the required convergence 
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property, low Theorem 11 may b© applied to show that a 
periodic solution, say x^'Ct), exists. Thus 
almost everywhere, and conseQuently, = F(^). Now one 
obtains || P(xjj.) - F(l) jj = 11 *k+l ~ P{x) 1| from (3.12). Since 
x'(t) belongs to L®, {3.li|-) may be applied to give 
Therefore, x* « x or x*^(t) » x(t) to within equivalent 
functions. Replacement of x*(t) by x(t) in the identity 
above verifies that x(t) is a solution of {3*5) almost every­
where. 
In order to prove uniqueness of the solution, ass\ame that 
(3*5) Is satisfied almost everywhere by two different f\inctions 
x(t) and y(t). Then x = F(x) and y = P(y). Subtraction 
yields II X - y|| « || p(x) - P(y) |{ , Since x"(t) and y'*(t) 
must exist almost everywhere, x'(t) and y*(t) are continuous 
and belong to Lg. Then (3*14) J"®! applied to give 
l|P(?lc) - P(3)ll « l-^l II3L - x|| . 
y 
This gives 
114+1 - p(S)ll« l-fl 114 -3ll. 
But llxjj. - XII 0 as k-^ oo , so ® or x = F{x). 
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II X  -  y l l  ^  j - ^ l  11 X  -  y l l  .  W h e n  \ f \  <  l y ], this can only be 
satisfied when ||x - y|j = 0 or x = y« Therefore, x is 
unique and, by Theorem 5, x(t) is unique to within equivalent 
functions. 
It remains to apply these results to equation (3«3). 
fhis equation can be written as 
(3 .3 ' )  3? 
d®x . dx 
•fa — + 6x « — 
dt dt 
B{t) - a(p-l) 
Prom (3*4) follows 
^ 1 - f'(x) . 0 $  ^1. 
1-P 
Therefore the restriction -1 ^  g'(x) ^  1 is satisfied if the 
expression in braces is Identified with g(x) of (3*5). In 
fact, {3»3') may b© Identified with (3.5) with a corresponding 
to Y and a(p-l) corresponding to ^  . Then the solution of 
(3»3' )» hence (3*3)i is obtained by the iteration pro­
cedure for parameter values obeying |a(p-l)|<|a|. Since 
0 < p ^  1, this is satisfied for all a 4= 0. These results 
may be suiraT5ari.2ied in a theorem. 
Theorem 12« Given the differential equation 
, . 5-5. a = E'(t) 
^ ^  ^ dt® dt 
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wher® a and j3 ar© real non-zero constants, h'(j:) is con­
tinuous and 0 < a $ h'{x) ^  b. I^et E{t) be real and periodic, 
ha^e Fourier coefficients Ea such that 51 l^Enl converges, 
and be such that E»(t) belongs to Lg. Write (i) in the form 
and detemin© a sequence of functions Xj^(t) in the following 
way: XQ{t) is the periodic solution of the equation resulting 
when a(x « h{x)) is deleted from the right member of (ii). 
Xj^Ct) is the periodic solution of the equation resulting when 
Xo(t) is substituted into the right member of (ii). Repeat 
the procedure to find Xa(t), etc. Then the sequence |3Cjj.(t)^ 
converges to the unique periodic solution of (i). 
In this section it will be shown what results may be 
obtained if the linear terra in dx/dt is not added to both 
members of the differential equation before performing the 
iteration* Furthewaore, in the preceding treatment it was 
assumed that p was not zero? that is, a condenser was present 
in the circuit. Accordingly, three additional cases may be 
examined. 
Case I. Y ® P 4® 0. This is equivalent to attacking 
(3,3) directly; It is to be written in the form 
(ii) 
E. Special Cases 
3}+ 
d X d 
—— + ax = —
dt® dt 
(l{t) - af(x)| . 
In this case, to insure that the presence of resonance type 
terms in the right members do not destroy the existence of a 
periodic solution, it must be assumed that p f n® for all 
Integers n, Mlth this assumption, the hypotheses of Theorem 
11 are satisfied and the induction argtunent previously given 
insures that the approximations Xjj,{t) exist, are periodic, 
and are such that x^(t) is absolutely continuous. Puthermore 
f{xjj(t)) is represented by a Fourier series analogous to that 
given by {3*8) and {3*9)« In this case {3»10) becomes 
xi^"^l) = (n = 0,?l,+2,'**). 
p • n 
With P(x^) defined in corresponding fashion, it follows that 
(k+1) (k) 
||f(5krt) - f(4)ir= a 2_ 
" (p-ii»)" 
L-T (n+O). 
"  ( | - n )  
low use the notation « integral part of «, 
(3.16 ) H(n) s= (p/n - n) , a* = mln |^H( ), H{ [p^/®+l] )^, 
3? 
& 
Then a* < (p/n - n) and hence 
II _/-«• t »|i® a® 
• PCxjj.}|| ^ ~ I 
a n 
s Il%+1 - ^Icll' (n+0)-
Exactly as in the general case, the iteration process la 
shown to converge and yield the solution for values of a 
satisfying the Inequality, jaj < VJhen a linear term 
in dx/dt was added to both members of the differential 
equation, convergence was verified for all values of the 
circuit parameters, fhe advantage of this tactic is now 
evident* The present result will also be stated as a theorem, 
fheorem 13* Given the differential equation 
(1) ^ + px « A [ i(t) - ah(x)\ 
dt® dt ^ ^ 
where p, E(t), and h(x) satisfy the restrictions of Theorem 12, 
Determine a sequence of functions Xjj(t) as followst Xo{t) ia 
the periodic solution of the equation resulting when ah(x) is 
deleted from (l). Xi(t) is the periodic solution of the 
equation resulting when x_(t) is substituted Into the right 
w 
member of (i), and so forth# Then the sequence con­
verges to the unique periodic solution of (1) whenever 
where a*" is given by equations {3.16), 
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Case II. Y 4® 0, p s= 0. If no condenser is present in 
the circuit, it suffices to consider the differential equation 
In this case the hypotheses on E and g may be relaxed. It 
need only be assuaed that E(t) belongs to Lg and that g'(x) 
exists. It will be clear from the proof of Theorem 1? that 
the following simpler analogue may be proved, 
fheorem lij,. Siven dz/dt 4- yz *= f{t) where y is a real 
non-zero constant. Let f(t + 2ij) « f(t) and let f(t) belong 
to Lg. Let Zn(t) «where the An ai»e the Fourier 
coefficients of f{t). Then the series ^ Zn(t) converges 
uniformly over the infinite interval to an absolutely con­
tinuous periodic ftinctloii a(t) which satisfies the given 
differential equation almost everywhere. 
It follows from this theorem that each iterate Xjj,(t) 
exists, is absolutely continuous, and periodic. In this 
case (3.10) Is replaced by 
{3.17) ^ + YX « E(t) -^ g(x). 
n 
(n « 0,+l,+2."') , 
Y  + in 
Then, in this case. 
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^ y {k+D (k),8 
^ /L \8n - gn i , 
y n 
or 
^ lyl ii xk+1 -  ^kll • 
As before, convergence results for JFJ < |Y|. NOW write 
dx/dt + afCx) » E{t) in the form 
§ ^ = E(t) - a(p-l) 
and apply the above result by identifying the expression in 
braces with g(x), a with y, and a(p-l) with ^ , The solution 
Is then obtained for all values of a. 
Theorem 1$. Given the differential equation 
It * ah(x) « E(t) 
at 
where a is a real non-zero constant, S{t) belongs to Lg, and 
0 < a $ h'{x) « b. Write (i) in the Form 
(ii) || + ax « l(t) + a(x-h(x) and 
detei'Bilne a sequence of functions Xjj.{t) by applying the 
iteration aiethod of Theoreias 12 and 13 to (ii). Then the 
sequence converges to the unique periodic solution 
of (i). 
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Cas© III, Y * P ® 0* this case the equation to be 
considered is 
|| « E{t) - af(x). 
Here again it need only be assumed that l{t) belongs to Lg 
and that f»(x) exists. Evidently in this case, iteration 
consists of repeated quadratures and if an iterate is to be 
periodic it is clear that no conatant terms may be allowed 
in the right member. Hence it is necessary to impose the 
additional restrictions that f(x) be odd and that E(t) be 
antlperlodlc of antlperlod nj that is, f(-x) s=-f(x) and 
E(t + ft) s= -E(t), fh© following lemma will be useful, 
hemsm 1, If x(t + u) « -x(t) and f{-x) = -f{x), then 
2% 
( f(xct))@"^^^dt « 0 
0 
for all even Integers n. 
Proof: It Must be shown that the following integral is 
zero for any Integer k, 
2% % 
{ f{x{t))e ^^^^dt « 1 f(x{t))@ ^^^^dt 
0 0 
-2ikt^^ 
r f(x(t))e dt • 
+ i 
0 
Upon substitution of t * a + it, the second integral in the 
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right laember becomes 
f{x(s + %))® 
0 0 
% 
0 
and the conclusion follows. 
Mow suppose 3Cj^(t} to be absolutely continuous and 
antlperiodic# The right member of the equation for deter­
mination of 3Cjj.^3^{t) is then an function. Theorem 7 shows 
that exists and is absolutely continuous. Leuiaa 1 
shows that f(X|j.(t)) has a Fourier aeries containing only odd 
harwonios. By hypothesis, this Is also true of the Fourier 
aeries of E(t), Now determine integrating this 
series of odd harmonics and setting the constants of integra­
tion equal to zero. It is then antlperlodic. Again, by 
induction on k, all the functions Xj^(t) exist, are absolutely 
continuous and antiperiodlc. In lieu of (3.10) are the 
equations 
(k+1) 1b ,„z, ,^1'a 
m s: 
( k )  
in (n « +l,+3. 
• • • 
(k+l) 
as 0 (n « 0,+2,* *•) 
Uo 
wMch lead to 
I I  11 ^ /  
8 
n n 
^ a 
s 
lu 
n 
This gives 
||P(?k+i) - p(4)ll s Ul II ^ k+1 "* ^kll f 
from which It is found that the iteration converges and yields 
the solution whenever |a{ < 1. The result will again be 
suOTiiarized in, a theorem* 
Theorew 16» Given the differential equation 
CD ^ « E{t) « ah(x) 
where b(t) belongs to Lg, l(t-i-f[) « -E(t), h(-x) « -hCx) and 
0 < a ^  h'(x) b. Determine a sequence |^Xjj(t)^ln the follow­
ing way: Find x^tt) by deleting cth(x), integrating and setting 
the constant of integration equal to zero. Determine xx(t) by 
substituting x^it) into the right member. Integrating and 
setting the constant of Integration equal to asero, and so on. 
•fhen th© sequence 
solution of (i) whenever ja/b| < 1, 
unique periodic 
ij-l 
IV, THE KITWORI WITH N DEGREES OP FREEDOM 
A. Description of the Problem 
In the general network with N degrees of freedom one 
chooses a set of N Independent circuits, Then the distribution 
of current in the network may be uniquely specified in terms 
of the currents x^, Xa, flowing in these circuits. 
The electromotive forces acting in these circuits shall be 
designated by Ej., In, If capacitances are denoted 
by t;he linear network equations are 
(i|..l) L ^  + H ^  + ax = ^  
dt dt dt 
where x is the vector of cyclic currents, E is the vector of 
real electromotive forces and L, H, S are N by K matrices. It 
is assumed that E'(t) has coirponents which are periodic and 
belong to Lg and that the components Sp(t) of E{t) have 
Fourier coefficients with ^ InEj.^!® convergent. It is 
n 
well known that L, H, and S may be chosen symmetric and posi­
tive definite or semi-definite. It is assumed that this has 
been dona. 
If the resistances of the resistors are denoted by r^, 
s-nd the corresponding currents through them by ij_, 
ia. * • • I 1m» then each i^ is the algebraic sum of the currents 
Xi which are comni,on to r^,-
1+2 
Th© nonlinear problem arises from replacement of rjlj 
bj th® real function vj(ij) where 0 < 9 $ ^ A. It is 
assumed that is continuous. This replacement leads to 
the replacement of Rx in (Ij-.l) by a vector function of x, 
say ?(x). Consider arbitrary vectors x and x*. The mean 
value theorem yields 
Vj{ij) - Vj(ij) « vj(e)(ij-i'j) (ij<e<ij or 
i j>9>i^), 
Then, following Duff in (2,p.83l4.), one can write 
(l|..2) ?(x) - vcx*") « ?mx - 1*) 
where V* is a matrix defined by the in the same way that 
R is defined by the r^. 
The results of the previous chapter suggest that to 
solve (1}.,1) with Rx replaced by ¥{x), one may profitably con 
sider instead 
Cl(..3) L ^  + A ~ -f Sx e A[i(t) + UCx)\ 
dt® dt dt L I 
where IJ(x) = Ax - V(x). Adding ACx-x*) to the negatives of 
both Members of (I4..2) gives 
iAl - VC^)) - (Ax^- Va*)) = (A - ¥')(^ -1*) 
k3 
or 
V(x) - = ITMx - X*) 
where U» «= A - The constant matrix A is to be chosen 
symmetric and positive definite. 
The iteration procedure to b© used is similar to that 
described for the simple circuit. The beginning approxima­
tion XpCt) is the periodic solution of 
The (k+l)st approximation *^+1^^ ^ periodic solution 
of 
Again suppose that both and U{xjj(t)) have com­
ponents which belong to LIB and therefore have Fourier series 
representations. Denote the Fourier series of the rth com-
la!i + am + ss-
dt® dt 
dfCt) 
dt 
ponent x Then one can write 
n 
vectoriallj 
{i^.6) f i.\ • ^  -* (k) Int x^it) « Z_ e 
n 
where the rth component of Is Similarly, 
i h ' l )  U(4(t)) = 2_ e 
n 
where 
2% 
(if.8) = (1/2®) ^ u(xic(t))dt. 
0 
Denote the Fourier coefficients of Ej^Ct) by Ej,jj} that is 
i(t) « ^  . 
n 
A formal substitution of the aerlea expreasions for 
S(t), and U{X|j.{t)) into (if.5) yields 
V , »r ^ 4 A ^ v-»(k+l) int d V J/i?- J. / (-n L + In A + S )xn. e « Ji. / UEn + Un )® (* 
n dt ^  L ) 
Let a (-n®L + in A S)^ and ignore, for the 
present, the question of existence of this inverse. Then, 
when coeffloienta of corresponding harmonics are equated, 
the result is 
(It.9) = In + iP') (n+0). 
ii-5 
When S is singular does not exist. It will be shown 
later that as defined here, does exist. To carry out 
the iteration in tema of the Fourier coefficients, begin 
with s= in lext use (I)..8) with k=0 to obtain 
• Then ([).,9) is used to calculate Xn^\ Repeat the 
procedure with k^l to obtain x^®^, and so on. 
fhe Iteration m&y be thought of as successive mappings 
of 1 points of the Hllbert space Hq, Accordingly, define the 
following infinite-tuple of 1-tuples to represent these N 
points: 
^ ._(k) _^(k) _»(k) ^(k) 
«= (xq , x.a. , xi , x_ 9  . . .  )  .  
Let = in Then the transformation on 
X* s 
is given by 
(Ij-.IO) 
Furthermore, in accordance with (l|.,9), 
{l|..ll) %4.1 * (k«0,l,2, • * • ) . 
it.6 
B, Existence of the Suocessive Iterations 
The first atep towards validating the techniques of the 
previous section will be to prove an existence theorem for 
linear systems of differential equations. 
Theorem 17. Given 
(1) L + A ^  + Sz « g» (t) 
dt® dt 
where L, A, and S are N by 1 real, symmetric, constant 
matrices and A is positive definite. Let the components 
of g have Fourier ooefflcients gj,j^ with ^l^Srnl" convergent. 
n 
Let g' have components that are periodic of period 2it and 
belong to Lg. Let = (Qpg^) = (-n®L + in A + S) and 
p(r>) ^ ^ ^ (n+0) 
and ?o{t) s= ^ tSo where tb® ^he Fourier 
coefficients of g. Then the series 
Z QH )  + ?-.a.(t) + ^ 3.(t) +"z_ 0 (t) + •.. 
converges uniformly over the infinite interval to an 
absolutely continuous periodic function ^ (t) which satisfies 
(1) almost everywhere. Furthermore, if L is non-singular 
'z»{t) is absolutely continuous. If L = diag(l^,lga»* * * * 
z|,(t) is absolutely continuous whenever r Is such that Ij.j.'f 0. 
Several lemreas will be proved preparatory to proving the 
theoreitt. 
kl 
Leiama 2« If A and B are real symmetric matrices and 
either A or B is positive definite, then B + lA is non-
singular. 
Proofs Suppose B + lA to be singular. Then (B+iA)x = 0 
for sowe x 4^ 0. Multlplyl.ng bj the conjugate transpose of x 
glTes XQ^(B^iA)x 5= 0. Let x * u + iv where u and v have real 
components. Then x^ijCB^'iA)x « {u-iv)y{B+iA)(u+iv) « 
(uij-iv-p)(B+IA)(u+iv) = 0. Since A and B are syimnetric, 
Utj^v « VijAu and UfpBv « v^Bu. Us© of this fact and the dis­
tributive law gives UjBu + ^,j,Bv + i(uijAu + VijAv) = 0 or 
ujBu + VfBv « u^u + v^Av = 0, Since either u or v mat be 
non-zero and either A or B la positive definite, this is a 
contradiction. 
Lewraa 3. n^O ^rs^^ finite for all r and s. 
Proofi The result is trivial if S is non-singular. Let 
S be singular. It will be shown first that the property Is 
invariant under a similarity transforination. Let Y be a 
fixed orthogonal matrix and consider B = n{YQY ^ s= 
n IQ '"Y = Y(nP )Y"^. Suppose B has entries 
which are finite at n = 0. Then nP = Y ^ BY has also* Since 
there is a fixed Y (independent of n) which dlagonalizes S, 
it suffices to verify the property for S a= dlag{ Sn, Sg^, • • ^Sj 
Let p be the nurober of zero Sn and consider 
D » det{-n®L + in A + S). Factor an in from those rows for 
which Sii « 0 to obtain D «= (In)^Dj.. After permutation of 
I|,6 
the rows and the ooluwns to make the non-zero s^i consecxitiv©, 
Dx has the fom 
' E F 
dj 
G H 
where E is a p by p principal sub-matrix whose entries have 
zero sji. Now set n «= 0 in Dj and uae the Laplace expansion 
by minors of the p rows coaprislng E and P. All cofactors 
of these p-rowed minors are zero except that corresponding 
to the principal ^^'owed minor. This minor is the determinant 
of a principal sub-matrix of A, hence is non-zero since A la 
positive definite. The corresponding cofactor has zero 
entries except for non-zero s^i on its main diagonal. Thus 
Dx ia a non-zero constant when n « 0 and consequently the 
term in D which has lowest degree in n is of degree p. 
Let be the cofactor of in Then 
s= since la symmetric. Consider the term of 
which has lowest degree in n. Suppose is a diagonal 
^ ^ f d } 
element, say Ppj, • If = 0, the diagonal of contains 
p-1 entries with = o. Then a factor in may be removed 
from p-1 rowaj that is, a factor (In)^ maj be removed from 
( T\\ 
. Eenc® the term of lowest degree has degree at least 
{3-1. Similarly, If s^j, 4= 0, this terra has degree at least p. 
If r 4^ s consider the most unfavorable case Spj, = Sgg = 0. 
Then in may be removed from p-]|. rows of and again the 
k9 
term of lowest degree has degree at least p-1. This shows 
that a cornmon factor nP can be divided out of both numerator 
(ix) 
and denominator of In P^g » the remaining factor in the 
denominator being different from zero when n = 0. This 
establishes the required result. 
Leroia 1|., If L Is non-alngular there exists a constant 
C such that jn^ppg^j < C for all r,s, and n. 
Proofj Consider Pi.g = HrB/D, The case for n = 0 has 
been settled in Leiroa 3* Factorization of n® from each 
determinant gives 
>{n) 
rs 
, 8»n-l_(n) (n") t;. 
(n°)''det/-L + 
n 
+ j.' 
nr 
or 
jn Ppg 1 
det{-L 4 M, + -§) 
n n 
C XI5 
where T^g determinant resulting when the factor n® 
is removed frora each entry of Qrs^« n —> co « ^ 
approaches a finite value and the denominator approaches 
det(L) which is non-zero by hypothesis. Thus a constant C 
{n) 
exists such that ln®Ppg 1 < for all n. How choose 
rs 
rs 
Q g. max n 
^ r,s '^rs* 
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Lemma 5« If L * diag(lii»lss»* * *fiNN ) then 
"" (n) (il) there exists a constant Cj. such that |n®Pj , g  j < Cj, 
for all r,8, and n whenever Ipj, 0 or Igg ^  0, 
(n) ( i i i) there exists a constant auch that jn P^g I < 
for all r,s, and n. 
Proof: Let a be the number of non-zero In. One may 
take the equations and components of x in such order that th® 
non-zero lij, are oonsecutive. Then assuraea the fom 
E Pi  
q'"' = 
fg a 
where E is the a by a principal sub-matrix whose diagonal 
(n) 
entries consist of the non-zero In. Consider D = det{Q^ ), 
Factor n® from the rows of E and Pj. and n frow the rows of 
P® and 0, This gives 
E/n® Fi/n® 
• 
Pg/n G/n 
In the determinant on the right let n-»oo. Then E/n® 
approaches dlagd^i, la8»***» Pi/n® approaches the 
zero matrix. Q/n approaches a principal sub-matrix of A, 
say A . Use of the Laplace expansion by a-rowed asinors shows 
the limiting value of the determinant to be the product of 
d  
^ a 1-a 
= (n ) (n) 
5i 
th© non-zero Iji multiplied by det{A^). But since A is 
positive definite, every principal sub-matrix is non-
singular. Thus, as n approaches infinity, the determinant 
on th© right approaches a non-zero constant value. There­
fore, the degree in n of D is precisely 2a + N-a = N+a. 
Now consider Pi^st suppose that P^g^ 
is a diagonal element, say p|4^^# Then cannot have 
degree in n exceeding the sum of the degrees of the diag­
onal elements. If lj,p 4^ 0 this sura is 2(a-l)-»-N-a = N+a-2, 
If Ijpi, = 0 this sum is 2a+(ll-l)-a « N+a-1. Comparison of 
these sums with the degree of D in n, namely N+a, establishes 
(ii) and (Hi) if is a diagonal element. 
If r 4= s, contains but N-2 of the diagonal elements 
of D, By Interchange of columns these may be placed on the 
{ tl ) diagonal of Qps • Suppose ^rr * Igs - 0» Then the degree 
of in n is at most 2a+{N-l)-a = W+a-1, This completes 
the verification of (ill), 
low suppose Ipj, ^  0 and Igg = 0. Then the degree of 
Qgps^ is at most? 2(a-l )+(l-l )-(a-l) = N+a-2, if lj,j. ^ 0 and 
Iga + 0 degree of cannot exceed 2(a-2)+{N-l )-(a-2) 
or M4-a*-3* Now (ii) is verified. In addition, it may be 
(n) 
noted that in the latter case ln®Pj,g j Is bounded. No use 
shall be made of this fact, however. 
To prove Theorem 17, three cases will be considered. 
Case I, L and S are non-singular. Lemma 2 shows that when 
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S in non-singular, Is non-singular for all integers n. 
In this case on© may conveniently let f = g' and fn » ingn. 
fhe notation (b.^ ) will frequently be used to denote the 
coluirm vector (ai,aa, • • • ,au)j where the T Indicates trans­
pose. As before, all suras on n are from minus infinity to 
plus infinity. All other sums are from one to N. 
The Schwarz inequality together with Leraraa l|- give 
Z l Z  n ' p J . S ' f j n l "  «  Z  ( Z  I n ' p i s ' l ' x  Z  I f a n l ' )  
n 3 n s s 
« H0» ^ 
a n 
By hypothesis ^ jingg^jj® « ^ convergent. Thus 
n n 
the left member of the above inequality is convergent for 
( -n Ppg fsn)e 
n s 
where Uj,{t) belongs to Lg and is the derivative of Vj,(t) = 
everywhere. Furthermore, the 
n 8 
latter series is absolutely and uniformly convergent and 
Vi.( t) is absolutely continuoua. This Implies that Zj,(t) = 
Z(Z. pi g^fgjj)e^^^ is also absolutely and laniformly con-
n s 
vergent and Vj,(t) « z^(t). One now has 
u(t) a $ 
n 
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2» (fc) ss « X 
n 
V  (n)-* iiit 
z (t) * 2^? fn® , 
n 
where z'(t) la absolutely continuous, u(t) « z^Ct) almost 
everywhere, and z"{t) has components belonging to L#. 
In order to show that z(t) satisfies the differential 
equation (i), consider the following inner products 
(Zlj,j«j(t) + Z aj,^zJ(t) + Xsj.^z^(t) - fj.(t),e^"^) 
« Zlj, j(z'j{t}, e^"^) + Za^j(zJ(t),e^''^) 
+ Sj.jCz j(t),e^^^) - (fj.(t) ,e^"^). 
3 
The first inner product in the right member is merely the 
ZC 2Tl J •n^Pja fgj^, 
'• s 
The three remaining inner products have similar signlfance. 
The right Member now becomes 
. rar3(rinpj°'f3„) 
V— T ~— (n) . 
fen) 
$k 
j ®rj)P^s^f*sn " ^ rn* 
3 J 
But (P^g^) equals th® inverse matrix (•n®ljg + in + Spj)"!" 
So If S^g is the Kroneeker delta, the right member is 
^s^sn - - ^ 'rn = <>• 
8 
Therefore, the given inner product ia zero and it follows 
from Theorems I4. and 5 that 
Xlr3=^3(t) +Ia^j»J(t) +X«r/j'" " = 0 
.1 J J 
almost everywhere. Moreover, this is true for all 
r « 1,2,***, II'that la. 
alBost everywhere. 
Case II, L is singular. S is non-singulsr. In this case 
fni 
' is again non-singular for all integers n and one may 
—y ^ —> w 
again let f « g' and f^ « inga. It is to be understood that 
writing Lz" does not mean that all oomponents of 'z are twice 
differentiable, but only those in the raanifold of L, Since 
L ia syianetric, (i) may be referred to a rotated coordinate 
system chosen in such wise that L is diag^onal as in Lemma 5, 
First let r b© such that Ipj. ^  0 and consider again 
/ I ^  •n Ppg fgjpil®. Us® of (11) of LeBuna 5 and an argu-
n s 
Bient similar to that of Case I gives the following results: 
ur(t) = X(l-n'piS'fs„)e^"', 
n s 
z{.(t) = H (^in 
n s 
Z|.{t) « Y- ( y 
n s 
Here z^(t) is absolutely continuoua, Zp(t) = u^(t) almost 
ewrywher© and belongs to Ls» 
low let r be such that lj.j, = 0. The Schwarz Inequality 
and (iii) of LeMtna 5 give 
XT' ( V~ ( N ) , S — __ (^ ) I ® . , <R— , ,8 
y.1 Xln Prs ^ *811! «YcXlinPj.s! )( l^snl ) 
n s n s a 
^sc: Z Zifsnl". 
a n 
Thus th© aeries on the left converges and again Theoreai 8 
gives Vp(t) « X ( X in where Vj.(t) belongs to 
n s 
L b  and is the derivative of Zp(t) = X ( "Z ^rs^^Tgn 
n 8 
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almost ®vepywh©r®« Now It Is verified in the san^ manner as 
in Case I that "iCt) satisfies (i) almost everywhere. 
Gas© III, S is singular. In this case is singular for 
n « 0. However, Lemraa 3 shows that exists. Th® re-
mining details of the proof that 2(t) « ^ Zn(t) has the 
n 
specified properties and satisfies (i) are similar to those 
in the two previous eases. In this case a solution 2{t) of 
CD is only unique in ® certain sense. If z(t) *= ^ 
n 
is substituted into (i) and coefficients of corresponding 
harMonios equated, there results (-n®L + inA + S)zn = ingn 
for all integers n} in particular, Sz^ * 0, Therefore, 
when S is singular, a solution i(t) is merely unique to 
within an additive constant vector c belonging to the vector 
space of solutions of the set of linear homogeneous equations 
SZQ as 0} that is, belonging to the null space of S, This 
concludes the proof of Theorem 17. 
It is assumed hereafter that L is diagonal as des­
cribed in the proof above. Assume now that Xjj(t) is 
periodic and absolutely continuous and that xj^(t) has 
components belonging to L®. Consider 
I^|i(t) ¥{xk(t)| =i'(t) +Axfe(t) + V(3rk(t)). 
The first two terms on the right have La components by 
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hypothesis, fhe coaponents of V are linear combinationa of 
th© Sine© the are continuous, it follows that the 
thirci term also has L® components. By hypothesis 511nEj^|* 
n 
cpnirerges. Clearly the components of 
U(%(t)) « Axjj.(t) 4-lF(xjj.(t)) 
ar® continuous and periodic so Theorem 10 insures that 
converges. It follows (as in Section B of 
n 
(k) 
Chapter III) that ^ jntlpn - )j® converges. Now the 
n 
hypotheses of Theorem 17 are satisfied for equation 
According to fheorem 17 there exists a periodic abso­
lutely continuous solution of (I-!.,5), Furthermore, 
if r is such that l^j, ^  0, is absolutely con­
tinuous and hence an Lg function. Even if r is such that 
^rr ~ ^r,k+l^^^ belongs to Lg as was shown in the proof 
of Theorem 17» Thus has all components belonging to 
, By Induction on k, all approximation functions 
must exist and be absolutely continuous with x^(t) having 
La components. An argument like that for the single circuit 
shows that they are also real since E and the Vj are real. 
Since U(xjj.(t)) also has La components, the Fourier series 
representations and (lj.,7) ai*© now justified. Moreover, 
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Theorem 17 shows that the Fourier coefficients of the 
solution (^*5) are as given in (l|..9)» The 
existence of for singular S has also been shown. 
G, Derivation of Conditions for Convergence 
fh© norm of the infinite-tuple Xjj. will be defined by 
iis^ii' - ^ Z u^'i* 
r n 
(k) 
where is the rth component of • It is easily verified 
that this is a proper norm definition. Obviotisly |) a 
« |a| and |j ^ jcll « 0 if and only If %= 0. To show the 
triangle inequality, first let 
^rk ^^ro *  ^r,-i» ^ri » > •  
Then llxpidl * « Z i*inM" and X H *rkll ° II *kll 
n r 
Now 11 Xrk + yrki! < II ^rkll + ll^rklL so therefore 
Z llx|,k + frklf « Z ll^rkll" 
r r 
+ 2 X ll^rkll II yrkll 
r 
- Z 117^^11". 
z* 
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According to the Sshwarz inequality, the middle term 1n the 
right member is dominated by 
2 ( z ii^rkir)"''! z iiyrtcir)"'. 
r r 
Us® of this fact gives j| II %\\* * 2}|fjj.|l \\%\\ 
•f* II Fkll • extract positive square roots to obtain the 
required result. 
Convergence of a seqiience Is defined in the 
following wayi as k-^oo for every e > 0 there is 
an integer P{e) suoh that ||5i^ -^|j < e when k > P(e), One 
«fty now prove that the limit is coimponentwise and conversely, 
in the sense of the following theorem. 
Theorero 18. as k-^oo '^rk~^"^r k-^ oo , 
r«l,2,,1, 
Proof I fhe implication is trivial since II 
II - 111 for all r. Consider the implication . Let e 
be given and let Pj,(e) be s?uch that 11 - ^ ^ll < when 
k > Pj,{e), Let P{g) be the largest of the Pj,(e). Then, when 
k > P(e) it Is true that II " %ll for r=l,2,***,N. 
In particular, ^^ll^i»i£ *• ^j»{t < or 
II - Xj.|j)® < e® , 
Then, since 
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Z Z l4n^ - l4n^ " » 
r n n 
on® has 
"5^  1. l4n' - ^ rnl* ^  
r n 
or 
II %L- ^11 < e. 
But this rneens % ^ as k-^ , 
The following results will be useful In establishing 
conditions which insure convergence of the sequence 
A somewhat more general result than that of the following 
lemmm is proved in reference {5,p,26). 
Lemaa 6, If ( ^  ftr^ri for all bp for ^ ich 
X fbpl^ « B, then ^  laj.]^ « A, 
r p 
Proof J Suppose Z jaj*! > A, Choose the bj, so that the 
r 
jbj,l are proportional to the Iaj»j and arg(aj,bj,) is independ­
ent of r, Then since Schwar«' inequality is an equality 
under these conditions, 
I Z apbrl « X Url 
r r 
r r 
> (AB)^/®, This is a contradiction. 
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19* If A = real aprnnetrlc and 
uju = B, then X X ^ A B where A ig the largest 
r 3 
characteristic root of A. 
Proof: To ©xamine the maxima and mlnlnia of 
r s 
under the condition u^i! « B, on® Eiay introduce a Lagrange 
malt5.plier X and consider the quadratic form 
q « * Xu^il ® ^ X ®rs^r^s ^ X 
r s r 
Then 
= X X ajs^s " 2Xuj = 0 {j«l,2/**,!?), 
J r s 
Sine© A la syBiraetric, this is 
ajgUg -Xu^ « 0 {J=1,2,«*',N), 
s 
or (A -Xl)u « 0, This set of equations has a non-zero 
vector u for its solution when, and only when, X is a 
characteristic root of I* Since A Is real and symmetric, 
the characteristic roots are real and corresponding char­
acteristic vectors may be taken as real. Then, for such a 
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chapactepistic vector , 
(ux)^AUx -X<ux)^Ux = 0 
OF 
(ux)^4UK * ^ Cux)jUx « X B. 
fhus the @xtp©M® values of ar© given by X B and the 
th® orem roll ows, 
If th© u of this theopeiB Is (b^jbg,• • • ,b|^), then the B 
of th© theorem Is th® B of Lemma 6. Theorem 19 gives 
r s 
Identify the expression In parentheses with the a^, and the 
x/s 
Uj. with th# bp of Leimna 6, Then AB is (AB) and th® 
leiama gives 
r 3 
Z IS 
However, A B. = AB so on® obtains the following result: 
(1|,12) 51 I ^ 
r 8 
where A j.s the largest characteristic root of the symmetric 
Si 
matrix (aj,g) and B « ^ ju^j . 
r 
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Equation (lj..X>) gives 
M' °' ' -D^''' '-ail'), 
(I4°J . ( l4: ' ' [ 4 ^ ! i . •  
Prom this on® obtains 
iiF(Vi) - ^ )i 
T n 3 
Since ~ in ig symmstric, (|w^s^l) is also 
syiroietric and ({|,,12) may be applied. If denotes the 
{n) 
Bsaxlmtwi, characterlatic root of (jfij,g |), then 
n 
(^..13) .<T^n 
n a 
t ^ n  
2% 
With I j Xj^( t) 11® « ^ {{1/21C} ( Xj»ic(t)dt), one has 
r 0 
II - X I l4n'l' " ll^kll". 
1* n 
6i^ 
Siiallarlj l!u(%(t))ll = liUi5.ll. Use and let fu^gl < Xrs 
where th® are the entries of U*. Then 
II ^k+1 " ^kl I * 11 ^ ) - U(Xj^(t))|f k+1' 
I 
2% 
(i/a.) [(Z";, 
2fc 
I. 2n ( 
m < Z ZYL) II Xk+1 - \ii*-
r s 
CoMbining thia result with (l|..13) gives 
llP(4+i)-P(4)ll% (ZZy'SXT^S) \ \%*i  
r s 
An argument entirely similar to that in section C of 
Chapter III shows that |xjj| Is a Csuchy sequence whenever 
( Z Z r ^ . x T ^  )  < 1 -
r s 
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Sine© li *r,k+l"*rkn ^  » {*rk\ ® Cauchy sequence 
also. Thus, according to Postulate E of Definition 1, 
as k-^ for r«l,2,•••,!. By Theorem 18, x as 
k-» C.O , Purthermor©, the Xj,|j,{t) approach a limiting function 
X|.(t) having llj, as Fourier coefflcieRtsj that la, x(t) has 
as Fourier coefficient®, fhat x{t) satisfies the differential 
equation (I4. . 3 )  is to h® shorn in the next section. 
Prom the nature of the convergence condition it is clear 
that A, in addition to being positive definite, should be 
chosen so that the bounds are as small as possible. By 
using results on bounds for characteristic roots of matrices, 
on© may replace the convergence condition with a result that 
is less sharp but »ore easily applied. 
The2.0.. (1)» itet A ® {aj»g), R|» * ^  1 a-pg |, 
® ^ l®rsl# R « laax R-P and T *= max Tg, Then if all entries 
r 
aj,g are positive, jXj ^ min(R,T) for any ah®racterlstlc root 
X of A. 
Since synrnetrlc, for this case R « T and 
IM « H = T Hr = Z l4s'l. Then 
s 
S iT x i 43'|) 
s 
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or 
s 
This gives the convergenoe condition 
ik.ik) ( 2: ZT^xrj zi-4s'i)"<i-
1 j ' a 
fheorem 21 (J4), Let A « (apg)* Zl-ksl' and 
s 
f«: Zlftrkl®. Then fXl 4: ( Z ( f o r  a n y  c h a r  
r k 
acteriatic root "X of A. 
Symmetry again gives TJjj = when this theorem is 
applied to ( Im^B ^ I ). Then jXj ^ ^ or, in the 
present case, jXnl « ( X ( X l«rS^ l'* ^ 
r s 
r s 
or 
^ n4s'i" • 
" " r s 
Tills gives an alterative convergence condition 
(iwi?) (f Sr'ijXT XZl4^'l")<i. 
^ J r a 
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D. Verification of the Solution 
Consicier the ess© for non-singular L. Equation (i|..9) 
yields 
^(k+p) ^(k) in)^(k+p) ^Ck). 
Xjci " X h  * in P V Ujj •" Un } • 
Bftiltiply bj in and perform the indicated raatrix multipli­
cation In the right member to obtain 
in Xn - in Xn ( Z_ v-n Ppg /(Usn •* ^sn 
s 
Oonsider th© rth component. Us© of the Schwara inequality 
and Leimm 3 gives 
i4„ ,(^c+p) . ^(k),« ^ , V / «;5(n).. (k-fp) (k)., jin Xpjj -in |« |2_ (-""'Ppa )(^sn -^sn H 
ST I » (n) a ^ (k+p) (k) a 
« ( Z. In Prs 1 )( 21 lUsn I ) 
s s 
s  V -  «  ( '  ( k )  a  
s NC X |U3„ -Dsn 1 
(k+p) 
It 
a 
Now sum on n, Proia Theorem 8 it follows that the left member 
becoaes II 3c|,^jj4.p(t) - t) jj , The right member becomes 
NC^ 11 *. When the bound obtained for this norm in 
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th® previous section is used there results 
H ^ ^ Y^g) II %+p-\ll • 
When the convergence condition is satisfied, the norm in the 
Cauchy sequence for all r. The reaialnder of the arguraent is 
cofflpletely analogous to that for the single circuit and will 
not b© repeated, 
When L is singular the preceding inethod of proof does 
not suffice to show that |xp]^(t is a Cauchy sequence when 
r is such that 1^,^, « 0, fhe limit function x(t) still exists 
as shown in section G, but because of the above difficulty 
a proof that this limit satisfies {i|.#3) has not been 
accomplished, However, it is conjectured that x(t) does in­
deed satisfy (If.3) even for singular L, 
The results of this chapter* may be suinmarized in the 
following theorem: 
fheorew 22. Given the differential equation 
(i) L £1. + JL ?{x) + Sx « i»(t) 
dt® dt 
where L and S are real syiwrtetric 1 by N matrices. Let L be 
positive definite aiad S be positive semi-definite. Let the 
rth component ¥„ of ? have the form Vj, = ^  c«4V-i{i-!) where 
j=l ^ ^ 
right member approaches zero} that is then a 
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Oj,j is constant and Ij « ejj, Xj, {©jij, constant). Assxim© 
v*Clj) continuous and 0 < 8 &. Let ^ (t) have real and 
periodic components Ej,(t) possessing Fourier coefficients Ej^ 
sst 
with 2- |n convergent and such that E^{t) belongs to 
n 
Lg« Write (1) in the form 
{11} L ^  + A — + Sx « —(iCt) + A^ - V(x)| 
dt dt dt I ) 
where A is cliosen aywetric and positive definite. Let V be 
the matrix satisfying Y{x) * Vx, Let (u' ) = A-V» and 
* s 
< Yrs* * in{-n\ + in A 4- S) and let 
( n )  
denote the largest characteristic root of (jnJpg |). 
Determine a sequence of functions Xjj(t) in the following way: 
^^Ct) is the periodic solution of the equation resulting when 
AX * ?(x) is deleted from the righ.t member of (ii). Xx(^) 
is the periodic solution of the equation resulting when x^it) 
is substituted into the right meiHber of (ii). Repeat the 
procedure to find Xa(t), and so on. Then the sequence |^Xj^(t) 
converges to a periodic solution of (i) whenever 
< 1 -
r s 
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B, Examples 
The foregoing results will b® illuatrated with two 
©xaroplea. 
Bxaapl© 1. Corisidep a alrouit with two degrees of 
freedom having inductaBce colls, condenser and resistance 
arranged as in Plgxire 1, For this case 
JUUL/ 
1 
s 
Illustrative Network 
Figure 1, 
L « 
.0 la 
r^ + rj -r« 
B = V * m\ 
-Fa rs + ra^ .-Va Va + va, 
Since U« « A - V • 
I 1 
^81 Uaa 
j axi - {^i -»• aia + \ 
\®ai + Vs aaa - (va + Vg)/ 
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From |uj|,gj ^ Yrs i*©suits 
(1) "Yxi « wli « Yix . 
Also Uxx ® fin ~ (vj + Vs) and 9 < v^, Va A which gives 
®3ia. - Uia. <$: 8ix% " 2d. Thus (1) is satisfied by making 
(ii) &x% - 2.h ^ -Yxi a.xx - 2d « Yh  • 
supination of from, thsae inequalities gives yix A - 3. 
Since 3 vg A, one also has Yae ^ Ik order that 
tha bounds Yrs araall as poss.lble, take yxj. = Ysa ® A-d, 
•low subatitutlon Into (11) gives &xx ^ 9 + A and aj^i ^ A + 3. 
Thus e.xt = A + 3, Similarly a^g = A + 3, The relation 
«a.s + Va « Ujs glares ajis + 3 jg u^a a^a + A« To satisfy 
-Yis « uL « Yi0» ftia + 3 -Yxs and aj.s + A ^ Yis* 
Elimination of aj_a gives Yj,® *" 
Ti,® ® 4(A - 31 gives &xi& == "^(A + 3). Similarly asj. « 
2 
- i-(A + 3). Thus 
2 
(A+a 
(A+3) 1 
2 
lote that A Is positive definite 
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Now take I3, = .003 b.®nry, la = .001 henry 
microfar'ad, d = 1 and A « 2. Then 
# 003 0 \ / 3 - I 
L ® 
0 *001 
2 
A' » V 2 
" 2 
(4S') - ln| 
-.003n°+31n - ^ In 
2 
- ^ In -.001n^+3in+1000 
-3n+i(1000-.OOln®) 2 
(- 2 ^ ^ -3n-,0031n® 
- (^)n + 3(10"'^)n24-l(3000-.012n^) 
'l0^+7n^+10"^n^ 
ci4S^n 
(|)fn| 
(|)lnl 3|nj yT+10~"n -6_2 
D 
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wh©r# 
D a /((^)n+3(io""^)n^)^ 4- (3000-.012n^)^ 
» y 9 (10^) +23. In^'i-e. 55(10) n^+9 (10""^^ )n^ . 
¥lth a vi®w to applying {l|.*ll4,), one raaxiinizea the functions 
Fx(n) s (1/D)( yiO^+7n^+10'*^n^ + (|)lnl). 
F,(n) « {1/D)((|)|nl + 3|n} J1+10'^n^ ) . 
On© finds 
PiCo) « .333 Pa.(l|.00) «= .53^ Px(5oo) « ,51}.o 
Pi (600) = .523 Fi(700) « .it.95 Fi(lOOO) = .399 
Pi(2000) » .2o5 Pl(oo) s 0 
Ps(0) « 0 Pa(l|,00) = 490 p8(50G) = .51^.0 
Pa (600) « .558 Pa (700) « .557 F8(800) «= .^8 
Pa (1000) e .509 Pa(2000) = = .36ij. Pa( ) = O . 
FroBi these data it appears that ^ [m^g^ j may be safely 
s 
taken to b© 0,58. One has also 51. 51 Yij'°(A-3)"(l-H + (^)+( 
1 J 
» ^  , Substitution of these results into (J|.,ll|.) gives 
7k 
(|){0.58)® < 1 or O.dlj. < If that is, the procedure converges 
for this example. 
Example 2, Tliia example is the same as Example 1 except 
« 12 and d » 10, It will b® used to illustrate the con­
dition (l4.,l^). In this case 
A * 
/ 22 
\-ll 
-iiX 
22 /  
(42') in 
.003n 4-22ln 
-llin 
-11 in \ -1 
-.OOln®+22104-1000/ 
/-22n+i(1000-.001n®) -lln 
^ -lln -22n-« 003ini'* 
-366n->-3(10*^)n^ + i(2.2(l{^) - .088n^), 
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I10^+kQ2n^+10'^ n^  121n^ 
D D 
121n^ it.8i|.n^'»9(lQ ^)n^ 
D D 
wher® D « (-366n4'3ClO"^)ii'^)^ + {2.2{10"^} - .088n^)^ 
«= l^., 814.(10® >+1.30(10^ )n^+55.3(10'^)n^+9 (10"^^ )n^. 
To apply (!|..l5) one imiat maxiniiise 
FCn) « = (l/D)(10^+1208n^"i-(10'^)n^). 
r a 
On© obtains 
F(0) B .0020? P{300) « .00897 P(500) « .00910 
P{700) « .00908 PClOOO) « .00895 P(2000) « .00820 
P(10,000) » .00286 P( oo ) « 0. 
Evidently the maxlimiia of ^ ^ is not greater than 
r s 
.01. In this cas® 51 « 10. Sub-
stitutlon into (ii..l5) gives 10(,01) < 1 or .10 < 1. Con­
vergence is therefore established for this example. 
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